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FOREWORD 

Since its establishment in 1976, Acharya Nagarjuna University has been forging 
ahead in the path of progress and dynamism, offering a variety of courses and 
research contributions. I am extremely happy that by gaining ‘A’ grade from the 
NAAC in the year 2016, Acharya Nagarjuna University is offering educational 
opportunities at the UG, PG levels apart from research degrees to students 
from over 443 affiliated colleges spread over the two districts of Guntur and 
Prakasam. 

 

The University has also started the Centre for Distance Education in 
2003-04 with the aim of taking higher education to the door step of all the 
sectors of the society. The centre will be a great help to those who cannot join in 
colleges, those who cannot afford the exorbitant fees as regular students, and 
even to housewives desirous of pursuing higher studies. Acharya Nagarjuna 
University has started offering B.A., and B.Com courses at the Degree level and 
M.A., M.Com., M.Sc., M.B.A., and L.L.M., courses at the PG level from the 
academic year 2003-2004 onwards. 

 

To facilitate easier understanding by students studying through the 
distance mode, these self-instruction materials have been prepared by eminent 
and experienced teachers. The lessons have been drafted with great care and 
expertise in the stipulated time by these teachers. Constructive ideas and 
scholarly suggestions are welcome from students and teachers involved 
respectively. Such ideas will be incorporated for the greater efficacy of this 
distance mode of education. For clarification of doubts and feedback, weekly 
classes and contact classes will be arranged at the UG and PG levels 
respectively. 

 

It is my aim that students getting higher education through the Centre for 
Distance Education should improve their qualification, have better employment 
opportunities and in turn be part of country’s progress. It is my fond desire that 
in the years to come, the Centre for Distance Education will go from strength to 
strength in the form of new courses and by catering to larger number of people. 
My congratulations to all the Directors, Academic Coordinators, Editors and 
Lesson- writers of the Centre who have helped in these endeavours. 

 

 

                                                                                               Prof. P. Raja Sekhar 
                                                                                             Vice-Chancellor (FAC) 
                                                                                       Acharya Nagarjuna University 



                  M.A Telugu- II Semester- Paper 2 

                                 Historical Linguistics 

                                  చ్ార్ిత్రక భాషాశాసత రిం 

1. ధ్వని సూతరా లు -నిర్వచనిం- అప్వాదాలు- ధ్వని మయర్ుపలు- కార్ణాలు -ర్కాలు-
సామయిం – భాషా నిర్ామణిం 

2. అరా్ విప్ర్ిణామిం -కార్ణాలు- వర్గీకర్ణ -మయర్ుప -ఆదానిం -ర్కాలు- కార్ణాలు 

3. మయిండలిక ప్ర్ిశోధ్న- కార్ణాలు -నిర్వచనిం- వయవహార్ భేద్క  రే్ఖ్లు- మయిండలిక 
ప్టాలు- పరా మయణిక భాష 

4. భార్త్దేశిం -బహుభాషా కుటటింబిం- దరా విడ ఆర్య ఆసోు ో  ఏషియయటిక్-టిబెటో బర్మన్- 
భాషా కుటటింబాల వాయపిత  -దరా విడ భాషల ప్రి్గ్ణన-వాయపిత  

5. ఆర్య దరా విడ భాషల ప్ర్సపర్ ప్రభావిం-దరా విడ భాషలోే ని సమయన లక్షణాలు- దరా విడ 
భాషలోని తెలుగ్ు సాా నిం 

 

ఆధార్ గ్ీింథాలు 

1. తెలుగ్ు భాషా చర్ిత్ర- ఆచ్ార్య భదిరర్ాజు కృషణమూరి్త 

2. దరా విడ భాషలు -ఆధ్ నిక భాషా శాసత ర సదిాి ింతాలు- ఆచ్ార్య పి.ఎస్. స బరమణయిం 

3.తెలుగ్ు భాషా చిందిరక,తెలుగ్ు భాష కౌముది -ఆచ్ార్య వనలమల సిమమనన 

4. ఆింధ్రభాషా వికాసము -గ్ింటి జ్ోగి సో మయయజి 
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diachronic linguistics
 written records
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i. 
ii. 
iii. Proto language




Internal Criterion
External criterian            
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diachronic
A Course in general linguistics There is really no such thing as absolute

immobility. Every part of language is subjected to changeP. 1



          If
lignguistic change results in group of persons between which communications is disturbed, these groups speak diabetcts

of the language (Language P. 53)
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 sound change          
          
  

sound changetheory

of gradualness       We described sound

change as a gradual change in habits of articulation and hearing, taking place constantly but so slowly that no single
individual would be aware that he might he passing on a manner of pronounciation different from that which he acquired

as a child. This gradualness is extremely important. (A course in modern linguistics P. 439)
          




          
             


  
            
           
            

  internal criterion       
comparative method
          
exberms crilerion
 sound change
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Hospital  
Hall  
Hero  
Heater  
Head  
Help  
Health  
Hint  
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coffee 
tiffin 
face powder 
fees 
fever 

 f 

 

 
 

minimal pairs


link
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An analogical form is a form made on the mode of one or

more after forms in accordance with definite rule(A course in general linguistics)

 Thus analogy appears

as a leveller a force that makes for uniformity
cowKine

cows
dog (sg.) dogs(pl)

cow (sg.) --- ?
dog(sg) : dogs (pl) = cow : x

(x = cows)


        
scream : screams : screaming : screamer : scremed

        
dream : dreams : dreaming : dreamer : dreamed

dreamt
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Analogy



    



 
 
 



 


           


 
 
 
  
  
 
 




  
                



Regressive assimilation


 
  gosling
 house  husband
sz
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Assimilation






 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

   
  

progressive assimilation


         














partial assimilation
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Total assimibation
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Dissimilation

Phonemic split



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 


   
 

 
 

 
   
 
 
 
 

 dorso velar stop 
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 Phonemic merger

Palatalisation



  
  


          



  
  
  
  


  
  
  
  




  
  
  
  


  
  
  


           


         syllasbe      
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Nasalization

Umoicing voicing

compensations rengtrening
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>

 1.13 

Anaptysis

prothesis

syncope



 
 
  
  



syllable


librarylibry


 
 
 


 

 

 


 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 

 Analogy           


a + norange
a anan ant, an apple a norange

an orangeorange
summars s


constable

 1.14 

Haploglogns

Metathesis

Wrong splitting




 


  

     
     
     


Pitch accent

 

  

 



           





  going, spoken, phoneme,   obtain, because, above


noun  verb

pe'rmit (n) permi't (verb)

we'sent (n) sese'nt








     
        There is really no such thing as absolute

immoblity. Every hart of language in subsided to change (A course in general linguistics - F.D. Sassure)

 1.15 

Pitch accent - stress accent





          
If linguistic change results in a groups speak different

dialects of the language P. 53 
          
  


 exceptions
           


During the first three quarters of the nineteenth century no one, so far as we know, ventured to limit the

possibilities in the sense of our scheme.... they phrased this historically by saying that a speech - sound might change

in one way in some forms, but might change in another way or fall to change in other forms(Language P.P. 352, 353) 
  Phonetic laws have no exceptions,

Phonetic laws know no exceptionsNeo grammarians
J. Grimm

Grimm's Law
 unvoied plosivesunvoied

fricatires
  

   
h - f hes foot

  
pater father

    
t - Q tres three

tenuis trin

   
k - h centum hundred

 
cornu horn

 voiced plosivesunvoieed

florives
   

b - p Kannabis (Greek) Hemp (English)

   
d - t duo (latin) two (English)

  

 1.16 



dens (Latin) tooth (English)

    
g - k granum corn (English)

 Kin
genus (Latin) Kin(English)

 Proto Indo - European Languagevoiced

aspirates pre-German  
 pre-Greak  pre - Latin 

    

   
   
   

    
   
   do
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Hermann Grassmann 1809 - 71
              



unvoieed unaspirated dorso-velar

ploriveunvoieed unaspirated palatal Zffricate
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A B C D E

>   B.C 



  




 
 



1. Bloomfield, Leonard. 1933 Language, NewYork : Holt
2. Hockett, Charles F. 1958 ACourse in Modern Linguistics NewYork, Macmillan
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 2.1 

2 Semantic Change
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Semantic Change
              


free

            
             
     
Semanticists
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gional Meaning
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2.2 



              





 

 






               
   
     

            
              







           

    





           

 



It is almost a truism that total synonymiy is an extermly rare occurence, a luxury which languages can ill afford.

 
 

 




 2.4 



............ a word may retain its previous sense or senser and it the same time acquire one or several new senses
Pen

Pen 
Penbead
beads 

 

Boycott 
Charles C. Boy Cott (1832-1897)

  





     




Phonetic Motivation
             








Connentional words

            
 

Direct Imitation
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Sound Syllabales
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3.3 Echoisms



 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           
         


Simple Verbal Roots
Compound Verbal Words
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Compound verbs
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Nominal Compounds
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Dependent compund
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2.4Indioms



   


  
 

  


Phrasal compunds
  



       





Metaphor
 Metaphor is the special mark of genius, for the power of making a good metaphor is the power of

recognising likeness           
 

       
         
   

 
 

  
 



motivation

Hyperbole
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2.5Tigures of Speech



    



 

 
 



 
 



Irony


 
  

 
  


 


  

 
  

  
   



Synecdoche
 'Synecdoche' 
  



  



Metanymy
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Polynyms



 



              

Semantias


Homonym
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Extension of Meaning

               

**
               



        
    
 


Semantic Nrrowing or Restriction of Meaningor Specialisation
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Eleration of Meaning 
          










Degradation of Meaning 
 


 

     
  




 

 


Euphemism 
            


 

 
 
 

Talk-Etymology 
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'Overhauling''Oiling''Over Oiling'




 
 



1. Bloomfield, Leonard. 1933 Language, NewYork : Holt
2. Hockett, Charles F. 1958 ACourse in Modern Linguistics NewYork, Macmillan
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 3.1 
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3.1 
3 
3 
3  
3 



 universal features     



               

Port Royal Grammer

   





            


 Leibniz        

  
 Herder 1744 - 1803




Sir William Jones 1746 - 1794
           
             


The Sanskrit language, what ever be its antiquity, is of a wonderful structure; more perfect than the Grek, more

copious than the Latin, and more exquisitely refined than either, yet hearning to both of them a stronger affinity, both in
the roots of verbs and in the forms of grammar, than could possibly have been produced by accident, so strong indeed,
that no philologer could examine them all three, without believing them to have strong from some common source which,
perhaps, no longer exists there is a similar reason, though not quite so forcible, for supposing that both the Gathik and
the Eelthik though handled with a very different idiom, had the same origin with the Sanskrit; and the old perssian might

be added to the same family ;
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3.1 



          


Rasmus Rark 1787

- 1832          

         


         



Jacob Grimm 1785 - 1863



 

  





   
Raja   
ganja   
kumari  
 patta   
samosa   


            
 
    


    
 man man man man ?

 foot vu:t fus fo:f

 drink drinke trinken drega

 3.3 



 




   
house haus hous hu:?s

mouse mus maus mu?s

louse lus laus lu?s

out  yt aws u? 

brown bron br wn bru?h

aw
  u :         
mushusutlusbrun
uu:u



   
 naso nas ne

 kapo kaf sef

 kafra 'kavra 'se
 'fara 'fave 'feb

written records


Grimm's law










 

 

 3.4 








  There is really no such thing as absolute immobility.

Every part of language is subjected to change (A course is general linguistics - F.D. Sassure) 

  If linguistic change results in a group of persons between which

communication is disturbed, these groups speak different dialects of the language  (Postulations to the science of

language P. 53)            




exceptions
           


During the first three quarters of the nineteenth century no one, so far as we know, ventured to limit the

possibilities in the sense of our scheme... these phrased this historically by saying that a speech - sound might change

in one way in some forms, but might change in another way or fall to change in other formsLanguage P. 352, 353
  Phonetic laws have no exceptions
Neogrammarians

           
Grimm's Law
        Unvolved plorives   
unrsical fricatires

  
    

h - f h e s foot

  
fater father

    

t -  tres - Trree

  
tenuis trin

   
k - h centum hundred

 3.5 

3.2



 

corn u horn

 boiced florivesunboiced

florives
   

b - p karnbis (Greek) hemps (English)

   
d - t duo (Latin) two (English)

  
dens (Latin) tooth (English)

   
g - k granum (Latin) corn (English)

 
genus (Latin) kin (English)

Proto Indo-Eurojean languageboiced asfirates
pre-germanpre-greek
Pre-Latin
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 Hermann Grass mamm 1809 - 71

              



     Unvoieed unaslirated dorro`velar plorive 
unvoieed unastirated palatal offricate
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*     
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> * + *
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A B C D

>  B.C. 
  


       










Latin dies Eng dies

 
neat 
prof 


      Latin dentalis >

English dental






           



3(Limitations)
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3.4Internal Reconstruction



   
   


           


           





         

          


    
            
  


 




 


   
Herman Grasman          
Grasman' Law



*
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pephpuka phpephuka







>
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To know the origin of words is to know the cultural history of mankind Dr. Ernert Klein
A comperhensive ctymological dictionary of the English language
M.B. Emeeno Thomas BurrowA Draridian Etynological

Dictionary - 1984
      


   
The activities of a society that is of its members constitute its culture (Outline of linguistic analysis P. 1)
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1. HoeningsWald, Henry M. 1960, Language Change and Linguistic Reconstruction. Chicago University of
Chicago Press

2. Hockett, Charles F. 1958 ACourse in Modern Linguistics NewYork, Macmillan
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4.1 
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  borrobing           


       
Loan words 


 
boan - words



            

              
 


dharma < skt. dlarma, alman < skt. atma alimra

< skt. alimsa         


Prestigious Words



             



           urinds    
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Need-Filling




 





  


 



 


             





 
 


             

 

 syneope 

 






            


        

prestige             
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  > 
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  > 
  > 
  > 
  > 
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  >  
  > 
  > 
syncope 
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 >  >  
 >  >  
 >  >  
 >  >  
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  >   >  
  >   >  
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 >   > 
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 4.10 





  
London  >  
Car  >  
Bus  >  
Rail  >  
Pen  >  
Hospital  >  
Collector >  
Police  >  
College  >  
University >  
Road  >  
Drama  >  
Cinema  >  
Radio  >  
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Intignate borrowing


      
Intignate borrowing
    





 
 




1. Bloomfield, Leonard. 1933 Language, NewYork : Holt
2. Hockett, Charles F. 1958 ACourse in Modern Linguistics NewYork, Macmillan
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  synonyms
'diabect'              dialfect  
              


          
   substandard      


dialect
        'diabectician'  'diabectologist'  
             


idiolect
idiolect 

           
             
  idiolects           


               
language




    

  







5.2 

5 

5





"Subdivisions of a language are referred to as dialects" (Historical linguistics an troduction P.3)
 

  

             
             
           
             
Angles, Sascons, suter 

"The marked difference of English from the Germanic speech

along the continents store of the North sea is explained by the millennium and half of seperation...................The splitting
off of english is a classical example of the way in which a dialect area is divided by migration" (L bloomafield - language

P.58)


              
            
             
 Language P. 321 
               


           
  

  
  
  
  
  
  


   
    *       
*
 



5.3 





             
          
    dialect dictionaries  


Pure Elizebethan

English


              
          Uniformity  
          Hag   "The nearest

neighbors, within a distance of less than five miles, are all separeted from Bubsheim by isoglosses. Only two of these

neighbors agree with each other as to all of the features that were studied by Hag". (language P.325)

Venker
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 Phonetic atlas
grammatical atlas       

isogloss
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LanguageLanguage


Proto Language


 
           
            
 
 
     standard language 
      sub standared language     









        
Flexible statisits
intellectuatisation



 
 
  

The unifing function
            

 

Prestige function

5.7 
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